WP5 T2 Incubator: Discovery Pilot Kick Off Meeting

Date: 02/14/2019
Time: 10-11:30 AM CET

Attendees:
- Lukas (P.I.)
- Jule (Scrum Master)
- Leif (Mentor)
- Niels (Task lead)
- Davide (Service Owner eduGAIN services)

Meeting Notes

Background:
Recap from Leif based on RA21 perspective
- Informal agreement between GEANT, I2, NISO and other to form collab on global discovery infra at minimal IdP persistence. Split between persistence and GUI. A meeting will take place tomorrow in Vienna mainly about branding (especially domain name, hosting). An evaluation of criteria for domain name is performed by an external company.
- Open Questions: Feedback via Klaas
- In parallel to this: Work in Github repo THISS (the identity selector software/service), mostly done, represents a frontend for searching

How to continue?
Twofold strategy:
- Move eduTEAMS DS to eduGAIN service task and thus to a productive service
  - Implementation guidance: get guidance and feedback from larger mesh feds. Strategy: find feds with most SPs. get them to support and Move the current service to production in eduGAIN task
  - Figure out together with Davides task what is missing to become a productive service, e.g. in terms of documents, OLAs, etc -> Investigate gaps in PLM based on the current Deploy and how does it really work?
- Identify what RA21 software can do and figure out what features are missing
  - How does it impact our users, perform gap analysis
○ How to use the API and build a disco service out of that. Consortium will build: persistence service, generic gui
○ Technically deploy RA21 software and test it
○ Leif to keep us updated on RA21 branding discussion and where to put IDP persistence service
○ Potential activities how it will work with VOs?

**Action Items**

@Jule: Create Discovery Pilot mailinglist, include Klaas W.
   → done: discovery-pilot-incubator@lists.geant.org

@Lukas: Create first version of product backlog in Trello which will then be discussed at the F2F meeting in Utrecht to perform sprint planning
@Lukas,Niels: fill in template of this activity: https://wiki.geant.org/display/gn43wp5/Discovery+Pilot
@Davide: Coordinate with Nebojsa